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How To Find All Missing Persons / Unsolved 
Cases. And Collect All Reward Offers. Volume 

XII. THE CASE OF YVONNE KAYE WATERS  
 
 

 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 
 
17 years of age at time of disappearance. 
Light skinned. 
158cm tall. 
Slim build. 
Ginger hair. 
Brown eyes. 
Last seen wearing long sleeved green top, long blue 
trousers,  platform shoes and carrying a tan shoulder bag.
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TOMORROW’S WORLD ORDER’S PERSPECTIVES 
 
 
THE AFTERLIFE CONVERSATION AND THE COUNCIL OF 
CREATION'S ANAYLSIS 
 
 
I died because I died I went out and never return tough luck but I 
was not supposed to die but my friend live but came to the hell 
holding place a few days later after being attacked the same way by 
locals where we went  several people to identify any they all had 
jackets written amsan clothing company this is what happened I 
woke up early 6 in the morning and instant something started 
saying I have a birthday inside me and I said who is this and it said I 
got a birthday my name is aty and greetings anyone who want to 
play live and let die and I said no do we know each other and it says 
your vagina stinks wash I take you for rounds  so that we can collect 
money for birthday I refuse and said who ever sent you you must go 
back and say I say no and it said okay so early you choose to die and 
it said if I can but and went flying then something felt like landed on 
my crouch and I rubbed it off and instantly I squirt and he said and 
quickly go and wash if found in this state then there is going to be 
trouble now I looked at  
what had happened and saw that I am in bad shape I looked at 
myself and said what is going on then a man came and said do you 
like to catch up in the basement later that was the chat up line at 
the time I said maybe and he said okay maybe now after a  while he 
said to fuck or not to fuck then he said what can be of vaginas that 
run away and I said will see the day and he said maybe but if it were 
me then I would say why run if you can giggle then I said giggle is 
not my style run-giggle is my style and I said only if you have money 
and as far as it looks there is more to it than just money if there was 
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money why would you resort to women power that means there is 
more men than women and he said working with averages and now 
the higher the returns and he said all this can led to dome where 
you can easily die and be buried and I swear never seen again do 
you know the woods in here are so thick than the bushes of your 
vagina and I said have you ever seen my vagina and he said possible 
and I can now one way or the other imagine 84 men waiting for you 
and fighting for you and all that behind you and when i looked what 
was behind me he granted my hand and said come now let's Ask the 
others what they think you being smarter and naive in the woods 
don't only say how do you want it deep or recoiled I said coiled 
what's that he took out his dick and said we can coil all this in you 
and say oh were you can take 84 all in less . go but if you refuse you 
will die in the woods and decay here and for 80 years no one can 
look for you and or even ask about you or where we will bury you 
look its straight forward you come here for sex we give you sex and 
you go you try funny tricks we think you will sell us for a loaf of 
bread now if you let me what can be must be all I ask is for fuck and 
my boys until you squank 84 times men then you go but say no I 
don't hesitate to remove your head and now do the same until you 
squank now if you have listened you volunteer to be used just for 
sex otherwise you could not be here these people make no mistakes 
and if you come here do your best and go or stay in the woods 
forever even the police they will never come here this land is as 
good as private property and will never dare to ask  us what 
happened okay so I said what if I don't want because I was forced to 
come here by my friend she is the one interested and I am to watch 
her fuck all your men and he stopped and said okay then there is a 
misunderstanding because we Asked her and she said you want to 
try first but only after I see how it's done okay and he walked away 
staggering with a bonner between his legs and I said can he be like 
that without consequences then my aty for the first time said I want 
to warn you run now they don't chase those who run run and cross 
their line into another property and say call the police aty they 
know I will so will leave you away now if you stay even if your 
friends go first they will come for you his mark is for you he must do 
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you the man of your dreams but since you first refused he will let all 
84 do you not as squanks but last big time before going to heaven 
for you and say do her right and always one of them is the killer so 
die9 only and 100 years of your life will go to hell literally so save 
me as well and run and it killed be hard in the female balls and 
said  how can you let me die without my body run bitch run run run 
run x 28 run and it shutdown and cried but when all this was 
happening the had put something on me that made the brain freeze 
I remember someone kept saying 33 degrees and could not think or 
react until after the crying had stopped and said death has t 
someone has activated death already  a silent long.ago 8 hours 3 
minutes remain  then I said not such a thing you think I can allow 
that now she started hearing footsteps coming her way and said 
why they come so early and started running in panic but I fell and 
one of them just jumped in the air and stammered on my neck and I 
woke up here now what can be said about this case its brief and 
there is hardly anything and she wake up dead there is no sex hardly 
mentioning of anything and anything else other than the need to 
run failing to run and death so how can we identify which of the 
men killed her and how now this is the challenge only Yahweh 
himself can solve through person to person body contact which we 
all can't but him and to his surprise he said she did not ring or 
anything the vibrations are nil I don't know why but humans have 
become so complicated to hide all my messages and pretend 
nothing happen until death comes to the person when a person 
feels death then he vibrates inside me to alert me know and when 
death comes he vibrates again to say goodbye this how I know who 
lives and who dies but this information is missing so I ask the court 
to look for an alternate method and now that you mentioned this I 
can use a second method of triangulation to search for her now I 
can clone her three times at that time and put her on three 
different places and and now feel her vibrations this human is 
different again nothing so how do we deal with a case like this I ask 
the court also said Yahweh now if we are to ask montertertert what 
is his answer humans leave a strong magnetic field when they die 
hence on point of death must be all activity you need so what are 
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the coordinates I go now there with the help of Yahweh and now 
Yahweh whisky him away with a single blow of his right hand and 
disappears now this is interesting because now we go at the Crime 
scene and say how did she die here and look for evidence there now 
can we afford to do that the answer is yes we can and can we allow 
it to happen as a court I think answer is yes now let's see what can 
be of her after this as a court guided by certain principles and as 
such we are to ask montertertert now what he has discovered and 
this is what he said if life can beginning with a breathe of 
electromagnetic waves so live ends as well with a breathe of 
electromagnetic waves if we look at what happened she tried to run 
and failed and attacker stamped on her neck it broke as we shall see 
and death followed  now if we Ask what can be then this is the 
answer life is so fragile that if we are to ask what happen then this is 
the answer life has been cut short and if we Ask then this is the 
answer life cut short will automatically be rejected in the courts 
because there is not enough acts to judge you by all is 
circumstantial evidence something like this is hard to judge how do 
you judge a person who did not do all the things he is supposed to 
its hard as such Yahweh send all these people to a special holding 
area where they stay there forever in peace as well as sleep now 
what did montertertert find for us he found out two 
electromagnetic waves at the same time a harsh breath can give out 
huge electromagnetic waves now if we analyze these waves then 
they give us two names one artenop and asterv now who are these 
people and are they linked to the murder we Ask now if we are to 
ask montertertert what exact time these electromagnetic waves 
were released then this is the answer electromagnetic wave for 
asterv was emited at exactly 22.08 Yahweh time morning and for 
artenop was released at 23.00 Yahweh time morning we know this 
happened in the morning at 10.20 Yahweh time morning meaning 
incident must have happened earlier fitting the 22.08 Yahweh time 
morning therefore based on only electromagnetic waves asterv is 
the killer now how do we identify him even more to get more 
details we must add everything to it and substrate to remain with 
what we need we must add his memory back to the 
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electromagnetic wave spectrum so we say anything related to this 
electromagnetic spectrum clone and come back to him 5 minutes 
plus or minus 22.08 Yahweh time in the morning [ Yahweh time is 
normal human the plus 30 minutes therefore to find human time it's 
Yahweh time minus 30 minus is exact time events occurred] Now 
what do we have now we have a huge build up of everything now 
what can be done to make things even more interesting we can now 
calculate his position in time and space we need the works of 
gravity to do his magic I was at that point because when he jumped 
who caught him other than me so I just need to check where I have 
been at 22.08 and tell you who called me now at 22.08 a gentlemen 
by the name asterv oprst said if I can can you and I said what about 
what and he said my neck like broke but I did not move now if we 
Ask what gravity can do for us this is the answer it can send us what 
we need at the exact time and at the exact location now what can 
be of humans without gravity humans will be lost without the force 
of gravity now what can we say about gravity without humans 
gravity will feel useless because who will it help other than humans 
and over the years gravity has learnt to speak to humans and with 
some he can communicate with them now what can be the future 
we can combine electromagnetic waves and gravity to give us an 
even more accurate picture of who and who in the world of missing 
and killed people now let's look back at the case a young woman gas 
died and as their leader said death won't stop them feasting on sex 
they even threatened to behead her so no one can recognize her 
and carry on with sex acts after all its Yahweh [ but to be used 
right]  who created this wonderful gift for humans and now men run 
rampage looking for scare vagina the scarce the vagina the more 
violent they become now each pay 40 dollars for a fuck and 20 for a 
corpse fuck this is how the authorities have made vagina so scarce 
by targeting those with vagina and making them disappear without 
a trace all this giving themselves jobs and rewards to last a life time 
now is the time to know what happened before all the evidence is 
distorted and Crime scenes are cleanup now what can be of the 
police without their murderous intentions broke and out of work 
hence the hardness of solving the cases now if we Ask what can be 
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of people without these crooks then peace and prosperity now 
what can be of humans without both force of gravity and 
electromagnetic waves then this is the answer nothing what can be 
done now is nothing a lot of things have changed now now now we 
have a possible killer now we Ask Yahweh to verify presence of killer 
on his body now the electromagnetic waves will show that first the 
person who jumped high to crash neck was astern who we now 
know as astern oprst now let's see how Yahweh can locate him on 
his body now this is also interesting because Yahweh did locate him 
even more now and instantly buzz went out with a message that 
said Yahweh help me some men are trying to kill me when the 
message coordinates are linked then we can see that the man was 
at the scene of the crime and he is indeed the killer now Yahweh 
can fully identify him and tell us more about  this killer he was born 
in arstuvwx town in Australia he was a single child  his real 
electromagnetic waves is 
8986778902836890018982891072867718928428601899286  
 
[I died what happened I was killed by a friend he said what can be 
done with thieves who don't pay their bosses money and I said I am 
the boss so speaking for yourself and he said what can be done for 
Nickers who neck women because they have enormous legs like 
trunks of trees a deadly weapon that leave no trace and I said long 
time ago I was that man and it can't be proved even God himself 
can't prove this because we work for the police Sergent atopqrst 
manoprst was one of the notorious officers who deliberately gave 
us immunity on condition we carryon working for him and he would 
often say if you can then we can too but if you can't then we can too 
so to challenge that I said I can kill but God will know that I have 
killed so what can by others some shits like you can't cover and he 
said ask what can be done in your God's case and I said can I kill a 
person that you know but God can't know  secondly can you know 
that I killed and that God can't he said yes but we must wait that 
who ever solves this case will let us know the outcome so I said then 
offer a huge reward so that when this person finds out we all get 
rich right I gave you work and you gave me reward now let's see 
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how we can know for sure here are our predefined parameters 
1 God will not know that I am the killer 
2 God to know will have to find new ways of identifying me and 
asking me questions if I am still alive what if I die then what 
meaning even a more hard task for God  
3 he must tell us everything we said today and our predefined plan 
so that we know it's him 
4 he must confess we did him hard 
5 must acknowledge that humans are becoming clever and clever 
6 must tell us how he did it if not then no reward 
7 must ask what can be done to us if we escape his plan and all this 
must be within 20 years 
8 must ask who killed her and find the real person without first 
using our computer names this will prove that he is true God 
9 will say my real mother given name and not astern opstr Erich is a 
code that say who dinit as in who did not do it meaning even though 
I jumped I am not the killer I gave cover for the killer who was who... 
879868789018326789123486789018828318099887766123489018 
his name is sterv who said I can but who cover for me because this 
is mess you must have been upset she said your mother sucks black 
dicks and I said there are no black people where I come from so I 
asked where I come from she said Jamaica and I laughed and said 
there are all Jamaicans in Jamaica so she said purto Rico louder but 
first after whispers to her self my heart torn and I said who told you 
that and she said aty and stopped I looked at stern and said who is 
aty and he said a policeman and I freaked out and said where is he 
and he said she must be wearing a wire if we get her and bury her 
then we might not have any problems he said no boss orders match 
her out of the property and I agree but you look like hell what's 
wrong with your leg I fell and look how big it has grown and he 
looked at me and said that can do really damage to a woman's neck 
keep it away and I said when did you start speaking my language he 
said only after they said 1000000 reward and I agreed for 1000000 I 
can but but what he asked you must be dead by me then your son 
half me half you die early from being fat and I sat down failing to 
breath and he said 10 December 5 years from now I take you out 
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but you go back to Puerto rico I took your identify I flipped we were 
84 imagine and she could only identify me this was wrong and I 
refused and said aty can you hear me and something but like a boy 
said loud and clever and I said what's your problem you want a 
problem with me right why me out of 84 ah I see you like a lion you 
choose the weak and injured ones right he said I want a body you 
want fees for son so can we come to a deal here and I just couldn't 
believe it that moment that's what I was talking about with sterv 
and aty said I know I can read some like shit here I told her to run so 
you chase her out easy no blood etc but now look I die too so I need 
the body she drops I get the body you need money I will hide that it 
was you I said how he said we assign real names to fake names 
and  he offered me a deal he said kill her for me I kill all who come 
after you I will tell them real name and you tell them fake names 
and I said what is my real name he said Roberto Sinclair and I 
laughed and said that's not my real name ?? If not that means you 
don't have radar why some people don't have radar? So I refused 
the deal and she said people with bitch mothers don't have a radar 
so you check and he said I live him how o will know where he is she 
whispered something and said his mother was a whole so don't 
need aty so I ignored her but sat down and he said I know son of 
bitches don't have radars okay I keep that in mind then she said she 
was sucking Africans with no radar too and he flipped and said do 
you know where I come from and she said Jamaica and he filled her 
but a huge thumb caught everyone’s attention and he crushed her 
neck but aiming for the voice on the neck instantly at 22.07 Yahweh 
time the body started calculating long.ago start citing a severely 
broken neck as at the cause hence it requires the following only 
from the neck 
1 long.ago start time entered  as 22.07 Yahweh"s time 
2 last meal which was entered as spaghetti and mince  
3 last breath from the chest known as sterop now the last thing is  
4 time of death rec as 22.08 meaning it took a minute to do 
long.ago start normally a 3 minute thing neck broke badly and she 
only said who am I and died we had to carry her to the mountains 
where we buried everyone now there a huge argument broke out 
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between me and Marico he said I can get you done now there was 
Marco as well image 84 people with all fake names why fake names 
because they were faking something and trying to test someone's 
intelligence then therefore they would put duplicates and 
similarities now he said you go away from here we take care of this 
your share you get only for first time after that you lose for getting 
us in trouble so he pointed a gun at me she died if neck injuries and 
buried her under a tree called urstuvwxyz meaning where have you 
been in local language of the time her coordinates are 
896876778899286789012348698123892797128628971284681138
68771869018368 
Now if we Ask what happened this is her answer I was walking when 
a huge man with legs for stones said where was I born I said 
Caribbean Jamaica and they laughed and he said what they are all 
blacks and he said guess again instantly aty [ artificial intelligence 
like inside me which I had no idea exist before this day] said Puerto 
rico synthesis voice pattern came as Puerto Rican so I said louder 
Puerto rico and he stopped and said out of 84 men you recognized 
me why and instantly he kicked me on left breast I staggered 3 
times backward and I fell with a huge thump and instantly he lifted 
his huge leg and crashed me like a nothing tight neck paralyzed 
instantly and I heard long.ago started at 22.07 preparing last 
calculations 1 minute to finished my body lifted up and instantly I 
started hearing fast movements inside and I heard 2 seconds to 
death and I fell asleep and work up now.  
Current location 
is.    878638998278189028638690182871728398028478901238090
8638699282109 South of Artepertomns meaning australia under a 
tree named if we could you in local language died 10 August 1997 at 
st astropqstuvwxyz meaning Queensland Australia after being shot 
in drug related crime by astropq who said if you can then we can 
and shot him in the head and his current location is 
08976854210189263778928077864838390189 alive 
electromagnetic wave is 
00892893867890289123894860289990087318629910 now what 
can we say about this case its one of the most challenging cases to 
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prove but this is as good to the killer we can get because nothing 
was left for us to check or verify or to ask him what happened  
The end 
The fat one held me down with his leg on my shoulder and the 
other one who on my neck breaking something the big man said you 
are not supposed to kill her but push her out and he said I want sex 
they keep pushing all put do her I will cover her said Pc astern he 
said he asked how can he cover God and he smiled and said Yes but 
and I have to run to Yahweh and tell him this crime by these shits 
but how do I go there no one screamed inside for me to go  
Where do I go Yahweh we need help I am trapped inside Yvonne 
Kaye WATERS please Yahweh help nothing shouted how am I 
supposed to know answer this then I can decide myself now I am 
stuck in here with no clue to go or not until I hear a long.ago that 
means death is within 3 seconds but most in 2 seconds I panicked 
and headed fast to the door handle but a huge foot was there [ 
which side of the body] her right sight and instantly something 
inside said everything changed they tampered with the alarms they 
replaced the alarm 089678982848671090867828 with a new code 
08928332867898286778920836982848180 [God someone calling 
they had blocked calls to Yahweh at 
73869871248698281234869928678183890183 
God help its me Yvonne Kaye WATERS I am at the Cretege mountain 
and 8 men these look in my eyes  Petros Victor Andres Magnum 
Carlos Petros II the gentle giant and Sterv short for Sterverston are 
here asking me if I take part in these squanks but I thought it's a one 
on one so I refused 84 men who do 84 men let along 20 I wanted 
them to remove my virginity for 2878400 but I can't now I ask if I 
can be allowed to go they said no the gentle giant said yes but 
everyone else want sex so I said I have only with you 8 then go all 
agreed apart from Petros Sermenop II the gentle giant who said that 
I am free to go so they said things to make him upset and set me up 
so he be angry at me instead and I said wanting sex your mother 
suck black dicks and he said where and I said Caribbean because he 
looked darker than all but he said everyone in there is black and 
they all laughed and he said do you know where I come from I said 
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Puerto rico after aty whispered to me and he said I am crossing their 
all I did was to show you respect and you respect these who just 
want sex than an honest man so he kicked me hard and I fell before 
he stamp on my shoulder and his friend whom he called sterv 
jumped so high and landed on my neck and I died instantly 
stervertson mreest electromagnetic wave 
789876582869877869899008398667828019283284198210 current 
location is at 
089828638678901928390180280283996718402831922 in Puerto 
Rico alive all electromagnetic waves functioning where is your spirit 
stuck inside its dead spirit wake up is that you Yvonne you know we 
are not supposed to be together its okay  I got stuck the other exit 
right shoulder was closed Petros stermeson II had his huge leg 
closing the spirit exit now so that when she die I die too I was 
trapped inside so who killed Yvonne Petros kicked her hard in the 
left chest she staggered and fell and he squashed her right shoulder 
really hard just to keep the spirit inside as there were no shouts 
from inside to activate and open the exit ports on the left side of the 
body not as he waited for me to die I heard saying it takes 2 seconds 
to die and extra 10 seconds for the soul to die they actually counted 
saying 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 on zero a one Stervenston mreet said I jump 
you cough so that it's your stuff all over her now if that's right it's his 
leg that came next because I had trained for 15 minutes stay inside 
after death so I was still alive and it must be his or his other one 
because instantly another crushing blow came the fatal one cause 
of death as a message she sent to me read death safe journey home 
yours yvonne kay  Waters day of death 17 april 1974 st 22.08 
Yahweh time now when I checked I had another message that reads 
death to you all because yours has ended and mine just started aty 
dated 17 april 1974 @ 22.10 Yahweh time and instantly I died inside 
without sending call to Yahweh the first one had no reply I said 
Yahweh help its yvonne kaye waters and I was attacked andbI am 
trapped inside there is no way out is this how this is supposed to be 
help I am stuck I don't know what to do or if this is how it's 
supposed to be tell me so I can make my own final decision thank 
you but no message received but later heard Petros stermeson 
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saying the police had agreed to divert all calls to God using this code 
he repeated twice 0898768438679012384708628310 now if I Ask 
what happened this is the reply they used yes the above code to 
divert all calls from me to God and sent the message to them 
instead but said [ Pc astern real name atever detonet] who said if I 
don't have the trust of the people why should I care and celebrated 
yes we screwed God because we want to prove that this in God I 
trust is not stupid but unworkable the Americans must trust us the 
police rather than trust in a God who has ineffective methods in 
place that can easily be changed [only by you] no one has stupidity 
to change what God has put in place but that does not mean that it 
does work they divert calls and block send.ya messages that's 
cheating and shows the method works but humans have embarked 
on futile challenges wishing to replace God when they don't have 
the ability to do so tomorrow I might take your life them how can 
you protect the people when you are even worse vulnerable  
I want to address this once and for all American police force can 
never replace the Almighty Yahweh ruler of all people because you 
are the worst vulnerable of all police officers on earth I can give you 
statistics that prove that and for you to kill my people and you 
challenging me must stop you are in no position to protect anyone 
of all police officer apart from the British you are worse because you 
use and depend on grooming youths for years for a loaf of bread I 
am not in that position you get shot at on daily basis means the 
people you claim to protect are the ones trying to kill you if you kill 
another soul again on this I trust ground I get 100 killed in one day I 
don't care how but stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
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stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop stop 
stop stop 
Now if we are to ask this is the case the police have killed in the past 
claiming to be more fit to protect the people when there are the 
most vulnerable of all people in the country they get shot at on daily 
basis and surely can't protect anyone cases after case I have proved 
it beyond doubt that they go for food and not the bait meaning 
protecting those who kill innocent women and children even if we 
want to look at this yvonne kaye waters do you know that the same 
group killed her mum in less than a week that is in less than 7 days 
and if we check property etc we can easily see that they had a 
house and these two were sole beneficiaries of a house worth 
2967890 a large amount at the time and let's look who ended up 
buying the house at a fraction of the price a quarter of its value a 
one Pc asternhis real name amos tervern  who is the police officer 
responsible for diverting the calls to God now what can we say 
about police who despise the creator on false account they can only 
end up dead one day what can we say about the people without 
trust in the police better off because the police are the ones doing 
the killings now what can be Yahweh without the police stronger 
and more powerful and respected for his creation after all these are 
the ones diverting working systems that protect the people okay I 
might not be there but in the future an earthly God will have power 
and resources to respond Pronto working plan so the future is 
brighter always trust in Yahweh because he created you believe it or 
not most people say on day of death Yahweh exist for sure I never 
thought but you are lucky we can show you the powers of the 
creator while you are alive its up to you to decide normally its 
between Yahweh and the devil all this about Yahweh the police or 
the devil its nonsense this must end I put enough full stop to this 
garbage they will die by the bullets they claim to use to protect the 
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people it is the greatest sin to challenge your creator how many 
people fight and kill their parents let alone the creator common 
sense is not common among you humans 
The End.
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THE KILLER AND THE COORDINATES 
 
 

 
 

God help its me Yvonne Kaye WATERS I am at the Cretege mountain 
and 8 men these look in my eyes  Petros Victor Andres Magnum 
Carlos Petros II the gentle giant and Sterv short for Sterverston are 
here asking me if I take part in these squanks but I thought it's a one 
on one so I refused 84 men who do 84 men let along 20 I wanted 
them to remove my virginity for 2878400 but I can't now I ask if I 
can be allowed to go they said no the gentle giant said yes but 
everyone else want sex so I said I have only with you 8 then go all 
agreed apart from Petros Sermenop II the gentle giant who said that 
I am free to go so they said things to make him upset and set me up 
so he be angry at me instead and I said wanting sex your mother 
suck black dicks and he said where and I said Caribbean because he 
looked darker than all but he said everyone in there is black and 
they all laughed and he said do you know where I come from I said 
Puerto rico after aty whispered to me and he said I am crossing their 
all I did was to show you respect and you respect these who just 
want sex than an honest man so he kicked me hard and I fell before 
he stamp on my shoulder and his friend whom he called sterv 
jumped so high and landed on my neck and I died instantly 
stervertson mreest electromagnetic wave 
789876582869877869899008398667828019283284198210 current 
location is at 
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089828638678901928390180280283996718402831922 in Puerto 
Rico alive all electromagnetic waves functioning where is your spirit 
stuck inside its dead spirit wake up is that you Yvonne you know we 
are not supposed to be together its okay  I got stuck the other exit 
right shoulder was closed Petros stermeson II had his huge leg 
closing the spirit exit now so that when she die I die too I was 
trapped inside so who killed Yvonne Petros kicked her hard in the 
left chest she staggered and fell and he squashed her right shoulder 
really hard just to keep the spirit inside as there were no shouts 
from inside to activate and open the exit ports on the left side of the 
body not as he waited for me to die I heard saying it takes 2 seconds 
to die and extra 10 seconds for the soul to die they actually counted 
saying 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 on zero a one Stervenston mreet said I jump 
you cough so that it's your stuff all over her now if that's right it's his 
leg that came next because I had trained for 15 minutes stay inside 
after death so I was still alive and it must be his or his other one 
because instantly another crushing blow came the fatal one cause 
of death as a message she sent to me read death safe journey home 
yours yvonne kay  Waters day of death 17 april 1974 st 22.08 
Yahweh time now when I checked I had another message that reads 
death to you all because yours has ended and mine just started aty 
dated 17 april 1974 @ 22.10 Yahweh time and instantly I died inside 
without sending call to Yahweh the first one had no reply I said 
Yahweh help its yvonne kaye waters and I was attacked and I am 
trapped inside there is no way out is this how this is supposed to be 
help I am stuck I don't know what to do or if this is how it's 
supposed to be tell me so I can make my own final decision thank 
you but no message received but later heard Petros stermeson 
saying the police had agreed to divert all calls to God using this code 
he repeated twice 0898768438679012384708628310 now if I Ask 
what happened this is the reply they used yes the above code to 
divert all calls from me to God and sent the message to them 
instead but said [ Pc astern real name atever detonet] who said if I 
don't have the trust of the people why should I care and celebrated 
yes we screwed God because we want to prove that this in God I 
trust is not stupid but unworkable
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